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Abstract—Multi-threaded programs play an increasingly important role in current multi-core environments. Exposing concurrency

bugs and debugging such multi-threaded programs are quite challenging due to their inherent non-determinism. In order to mitigate

such non-determinism, many approaches such as record-and-replay have been proposed. However, those approaches often suffer

significant performance degradation because they require a large amount of recorded information and/or long analysis and replay time.

In this paper, we propose an efficient and effective approach, ReCBuLC (reproducing concurrency bugs using local clocks), to take

advantage of the hardware clocks available on modern processors. The key idea is to reduce the recording overhead and the time to

analyze events’ global order by recording timestamps in each thread. These timestamps are used to determine the global order of

shared accesses. To avoid the large overhead in accessing system-wide global clock, we opt to use local per-core clocks that incur

much less access overhead. We then propose techniques to resolve skews among local clocks and obtain an accurate global event

order. By using per-core clocks, state-of-the-art bug reproducing systems such as PRES and CLAP can reduce their recording

overheads by up to 85 percent, and the analysis time up to 84.66%�99.99%, respectively.

Index Terms—Concurrency, bug reproducing, local clock

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

PARALLEL programming is essential to fulfill the full
potential of multi-core processors. However, debugging

such programs has become a major challenge because of the
non-deterministic nature of parallel programs [39]. A survey
showed that it could take an average of 73 days to fix a con-
currency bug [1]. These bugs can have serious consequences.
Well-known incidents include the Therac-25 medical acci-
dent [2] and the 2003 North American blackout [3]. Such
bugs need to be located and fixed as quickly as possible.

One of the main debugging techniques is Record &
Replay (RR). It faithfully records the thread interleaving
during the execution and deterministically replays the same
interleaving to reproduce bugs [20], [22], [26], [27], [37]. The
main challenge in RR is the need to reduce the significant
overhead incurred in the recording phase. Some RR techni-
ques [14], [15] could incur 10X�100X slowdown. Further-
more, the perturbation caused by the instrumented code
and the recording overhead may alter the interleaving
behavior of the program execution, which can obscure some
bugs especially on systems with weak memory models [6].

To address those challenges, several schemes have been
proposed to record only minimally required interleaving
information, and reproduce the buggy interleaving using
offline analysis and guided exploration. Because signifi-
cantly less information is recorded, the runtime overhead
can be substantially reduced. Many systems adopt this
approach [6], [18], [21], [23], [25]. Although the interleaving
thus reproduced may not be exactly the same as the original
one, they are useful in practice because the same failure can
still be faithfully reproduced.

For example, PRES [18] records the global orders of some
special events, such as synchronizations, system calls, func-
tion calls, basic blocks, and memory instructions. When a
bug turns up, it tries to analyze the order of the shared
accesses that leads to the bug. At the function-call level, it
can reproduce bugs in at most 10 tries, and experiences
around 10%�779% slowdown [18].

Similar to other RR techniques, PRES needs to explicitly
record the global order of shared-resource accesses among
threads. They use synchronization operations to serialize
the event logging or increment of a global event counter,
which are the root cause of the significant overheads [6].
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To avoid such expensive synchronizations, an effective
mechanism (called CLAP [6]) was proposed. Each thread in
CLAP only records its local information. During the offline
analysis, CLAP generates constraints by symbolic execution
and searches for buggy interleavings using a Satisfiability
Modulo Theories (SMT) solver, such as Yices [38] and Z3
[28]. Thus, its slowdown is reduced to about 9�294 percent.
However, it cannot get the buggy interleavings directly.
Instead, it relies on an SMT solver, which is hard to scale
because such constraint solving is NP-hard.

These systems traded off less time in the record phase
with more time in the analysis and replay phase. It is thus
very desirable to find a scheme that does not require these
difficult tradeoffs. Such a scheme could greatly improve the
efficiency of program debugging. One key insight here is to
take advantage of the available hardware per-core local
clocks to reduce both the recording overhead and the bug
reproduction time. Most commercial processors today, such
as Intel/AMD x86, IBM Power, MIPS, and Sun SPARC, pro-
vide such clocks. Each core can access its own local clock
without any need for synchronization with other cores. The
order of shared accesses can then be inferred accordingly.
However, these local clocks are core-private. The hardware
does not guarantee them to be consistent, i.e., there may be
different skews among these clocks. It is quite difficult to
get the precise skews among these local clocks (unless there
is a global clock as assumed in [19]). The main challenge
here is thus to find an effective way to resolve these local
timestamps and determine a global order among them.

In this paper, we propose a newmechanism to reproduce
currency bugs using local clocks, ReCBuLC, and to recon-
struct the order of shared-memory accesses among threads
using local timestamps. We apply ReCBuLC to two recent
systems on the x86/Linux platform, and show that it can
significantly improve their performance.

Our contributions are as follows:

� We propose to use hardware per-core clocks to
determine the global order of shared accesses among
threads that allows concurrency bugs to be repro-
duced with substantially reduced overheads.

� We present a methodology to obtain a range of
skews among per-core clocks. We then use a statisti-
cal scheme to narrow the range of clock skews to less
than 10 ticks (10 cycles) with a high confidence.

� ReCBuLC is applied to two recent systems and shows
that it can improve their efficiency significantly.

In the rest of the paper, Section 2 gives some background
and motivation. Section 3 presents two schemes to calculate
the skews among local clocks. Section 4 applies ReCBuLC to
PRES and CLAP. Section 5 details our implementations of
PRES and CLAP with ReCBuLC. Section 6 presents our
experimental results. Section 7 gives the discussion about
the limitation and the future work. Section 8 covers the
related work, and Section 9 concludes this paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Local Clocks on Commercial Processors

Almost all mainstream commercial processors provide local
per-core clocks. Applications can access them for needed
timing information. For example, Intel/AMD x86 processors

provide a 64-bit Time Stamp Counter (TSC) since the Pen-
tium family. The TSC is incremented at a near constant
rate with respect to the wall-clock time. It is not affected
by the dynamic frequency scaling [7]. Similar mechanisms
exist on other processors. IBM Power processors have a
64-bit Time Base register on each core [11]. Its counting fre-
quency can be changed by software. If we record the fre-
quencies before and after the change, we can convert the
value of Time Base register to the wall clock time [11].
MIPS processors also have a similar Count Register [10],
but its size is only 32-bit. SPARC processors have a 63-bit
Tick register [12] to keep clock cycles.

2.2 The Time Stamp Counter on Intel x86
Processors

Although most manufacturers have their own unique
designs of local clocks, the main feature is very similar. In
this section, we mainly focus on the TSC of Intel x86
processors.

There are three generations of TSC on x86 processors:Var-
iant TSC, Constant TSC and Invariant TSC (time order). Vari-
ant TSC is the first generation from a very old processor.
Because its triggering frequency can be impacted by the CPU
frequency, it is not widely used. The Constant/Invariant
TSCs can operate at a constant rate in most processor states
even when CPU frequency is changed. The only difference
between them is that the Constant TSC can be changed (e.g.,
stopped) when the CPU is run on ACPI deep C-state transi-
tions [7]. Both can be changed (i.e., re-initialized and
stopped) in some ACPI deep S-states [32]. The frequency of
the Constant TSC is set by the ratio of its maximum core
clock rate and the bus clock rate of the processor [7]. The
Invariant TSC is based on the invariant timekeeping hard-
ware that runs at the core crystal clock frequency [7]. For
cores on the same chip, their TSCs operate at the same fre-
quency. For processors of the same type (i.e., in the same
CPU family and having/with the same maximum core
clock frequency) and on the same board, their TSCs should
operate at the same frequency too. In this paper, we only
consider Constant/Invariant TSCs.

With Constant/Invariant TSCs, all local cores reset TSCs to
0when the processor is powered up. At the boot time, all pro-
cessors that are connected with the same RESET signal will
get reset. The RESET signal is guaranteed to arrive at each
processor at the same time. However, even with such facili-
ties we still cannot ensure that all TSCs are synchronized at
all time for the following reasons: i) A new processor can be
introducedusingCPUhotplug,whichmay not have synchro-
nized TSC value with those on existing CPUs; ii) Software or
firmware canmodify a TSC through thewrmsr instruction [7],
e.g., some BIOS SMI handlermay hide its execution by chang-
ing the TSC value [34] and breaks synchronization with other
TSCs; iii) In [33], it is mentioned that the thermal effect could
cause TSCs to drift during a reset. Moreover, the Intel manual
cautions that it is impractical to synchronize all logical pro-
cessors using software at any given time [7].

2.3 Challenges to Reproduce Concurrency Bugs
Using Local Clocks

If there were “ideal” local clocks that had the same time-
stamp across all different cores at any time (like a global
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clock), each thread could locally record its own timestamps
when accessing shared resources. The recorded timestamps
could then be compared directly to determine their global
order. We will need neither synchronization when they are
being recorded, nor constraints solving when they are
being reproduced. The overall efficiency can be signifi-
cantly improved.

An example is shown in Fig. 1. T1 and T2 are two threads
bound to different cores. RdTC is the instruction that reads
the per-core clock. Suppose the time stamps read from two
local clocks are TS1 and TS2, respectively, and TS2 is
smaller than TS1. It means that S6 happens before S2, (i.e.,
S6 � S2), we can infer that S5 � S3. Unfortunately, as men-
tioned in Section 2.2, we cannot derive such an easy conclu-
sion because hardware cannot ensure that per-core clocks
are synchronized at all time.

LReplay [19] expects that future processors will provide
a global clock with a fast access time, which could dramati-
cally reduce the runtime overhead and log size, as it only
needs to record orders that cannot be inferred from the
global clock. Most commercial processors allow local per-
core clocks to be accessed in user mode while require the
global clock to be accessed via a system call with a substan-
tially higher overhead. For example, on Intel Xeon Phi, the
overhead to access its global clock is in the order of �1,600
cycles, while it only takes 6�10 cycles to access local per-
core clock. Nevertheless, there are still significant challenges
that need to be resolved in order to use the low-overhead
per-core local clocks:

(1) We need to stabilize the frequency of the per-core
local clocks. For example, the triggering frequency of
Constant/Invariant TSCs could be changed in some
ACPI states on x86 platforms, and the TSC value
could be modified by firmware implicitly (men-
tioned in Section 2.2). Although the incremental fre-
quency is the same before and after modifying the
TSC value through the wrmsr instruction, the TSC
value is not incremented linearly across all local
clocks. Hence, in a sense, modifying the TSC value
also affects the incremental frequency. Without the
consistent incremental frequency, the local locks can-
not be used to order shared accesses.

(2) Besides the consistent incremental frequency, the dif-
ferences among different per-core clocks should be
measured accurately. In Fig. 1, such differences are
needed to infer whether TS2 is earlier than TS1.
Unfortunately, it is very difficult to get the differences

among per-core clocks. Therefore, to accurately mea-
sure these time differences and use them to order
shared accesses posts another challenge.

(3) We need to determine the precise clock value when
each thread accesses shared resources. Clocks are
read by specific instructions, e.g., rdtsc on x86. They
can be recorded before or after an instruction access-
ing a shared resource. However, in neither case does
the clock value give precisely when the shared
resource is actually accessed. Furthermore, there is
no data dependency between RdTC and the target
shared resource access instruction. Hence, they can
be scheduled dynamically in any order on process-
ors that support out-of-order execution. This means
in Fig. 1, S6 may happen before S5, and S3 may hap-
pen before S2. For this reason, we cannot naively use
the results of RdTC instructions to order shared
accesses.

(4) We need to handle possible overflow of the clocks.
Clocks on MIPS processors have only 32-bits, so
overflows can occur every few seconds. Even a
64-bit clock can still overflow depending on when
we start taking the clock values.

The rest of this paper assumes the following environment:
1) For multi-cores, their local clocks count at the same fre-
quency in most CPU states (e.g., ACPI P-state in x86 process-
ors); 2) For multi-processors, all processors should be of the
same type, use the same crystal oscillator and placed on the
same mainboard. That is, their local clocks have the same
incremental frequency. In such an environment,with themea-
sured differences among these local clocks, we can use their
values to determine the order of sharedmemory accesses.

3 DETERMINING THE ORDER BY LOCAL CLOCKS

When using the local clocks to reproduce concurrency bugs,
almost all processors have the same challenges that are
mentioned in Section 2. So to give our methods clearly, we
mainly discuss how we addressed these challenges on Intel
platforms. Since the clock overflow problem is more promi-
nent on MIPS platforms that have only 32-bit clock, the dis-
cussion about this challenge is specific on MIPS platform.
We believe that ReCBuLC supports all platforms.

3.1 Out-of-Order Execution Exclusion

Most modern processors execute instructions out of order
for higher performance. Although instructions are retired in
order, RdTC reads per-core clock before its retirement, and
thus could be out of its original order. An intuitive solution
is to insert FENCE instructions before and after each RdTC,
which is shown in Fig. 2a. This may seem to work, but it is
much more complicated on today’s multi-core processors.

In modern multi-core processors, the completion of a
write operation can be divided into two phases: (1) Local
Complete (LC), i.e., the data is written to the local write
buffer, but is yet to be seen by other cores; (2) Globally Visi-
ble (GV), i.e., the written data is out of the local write buffer
and is visible to all other cores through the cache coherence
protocol. We use W(LC) and W(GV) to denote the time a
write W is written to the local write buffer and the time W is
globally visible to all other cores, respectively.

Fig. 1. Happen-before determined by local clock.
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In Fig. 2b, a local FENCE only guarantees that W1(LC) �
RdTC1, but it cannot control W1(GV). Based only on the
value of the local clock, we could infer that W1 � R2, which
may not the case. Therefore, a FENCE instruction must
ensure that RdTC is not issued until all previous writes
become GV. In Figs. 2c, 2d, and 2e, we present three solu-
tions on Intel x86 platform to address the global visibility
problem in Fig. 2b. These solutions can also be used on
other platforms. On Intel x86, an MFENCE will hold loads
and stores until all preceding loads and stores become glob-
ally visible, while an LFENCE will hold all instructions (not
just loads and stores as in MFENCE) until all preceding
instructions are locally complete.

A correct implementation on x86 is shown in Fig. 2c. The
STORE in Fig. 2 C is any store instruction that has no rela-
tionship (e.g., data dependence) with other instructions.
The RDTSC is the x86 instruction that reads timestamp
counter. The STORE TSC stores the timestamp into the
memory. The reason we put an STORE here is because
RDTSC is not a regular memory access operation, MFENCE
cannot guarantee thatW1(GV) � RDTSC. Placing an STORE
will guarantee that W1(GV) � STORE. Meanwhile, the first
LFENCE will guarantee that STORE � RDTSC, and W1(GV)
� RDTSC can be guaranteed. The last LFENCE is to guaran-
tee that RDTSC � R1. In this way, we can guarantee that a
more precise local clock value be betweenW1 and R1.

Although MFENCE and LFENCE instructions can guar-
antee the order of memory instructions, they also incur very
high overhead, e.g., three such instructions are needed in
Fig. 2c. To avoid excessive use of such instructions, we can
instead use the CAS (Compare and Swap) instruction and
the processor-specific features of its memory consistency
model. The CAS instruction (e.g., the cmpxchg instruction on
x86) is executed atomically during which the bus and the
cache are locked until its completion. To improve the per-
formance, modern processors often adopt a weaker memory
consistency model. For example, x86 adopts a weaker Total
Store Order (TSO) model [36]. In the TSO model, among the
four possible Read and Write orders, i.e., Read!Write,

Read!Read, Write!Write, and Write!Read, the processor
will not guarantee the order of Write!Read if they access
different memory locations. It allows Read to bypass the
write buffer and execute before the Write if they access dif-
ferent memory locations.

Taking advantage of the CAS instruction and the TSO
model, we only need to use one LFENCE instruction as
shown in Fig. 2d. Before the execution of a CAS instruction,
all Writes in the local write buffer must be made globally
visible. In addition, the LFENCE instruction guarantees that
RDTSC waits until the CAS instruction is completed. READ
TSC (a regular load instruction) will read the value of the
local clock from the memory location written by the STORE
TSC. Because the last three instructions have data depend-
ences, we can guarantee that RDTSC � STORE TSC �
READ TSC. Based on the TSO model, all memory access
instructions after the READ TSC cannot be executed before
it. So, we can guarantee that RDTSC � all following mem-
ory access instructions (including R1). Moreover, READ
TSC will not incur a cache miss that improves the perfor-
mance even further.

On some newer x86 processors, they provide another
instruction RDTSCP to read the timestamp counter [7].
Besides the TSC value, it also provides the serial number of
the logical core. It waits for all previous instructions to be
completed locally before reading the TSC value [7]. With
the help of this instruction, we can eliminate the LFENCE
instruction in Fig. 2d. But RDTSCP cannot guarantee the
preceding instructions are scheduled before it. Similar to
RDTSC, RDTSCP is not a regular load instructions. Hence, a
READ TSC still needs to be placed here to guarantee that
RDTSCP � R1. The final optimized code sequence is shown
in Fig. 2e.

In Section 6.3, we provide some experimental results to
compare the two implementations shown in Figs. 2d and 2e.

3.2 Stabilizing the Triggering Frequency
of Per-Core Clocks

As mentioned in Section 2.2, there are two scenarios that can
affect the frequency of a local clock: 1) CPU runs into some
special states (e.g., ACPI C- or S- states on x86); 2) the soft-
ware or the firmware modifies the TSC value. We adopt
two different measures to handle these two situations.

(Scenario 1) Use a kernel module to control the CPU
states. For example, for the x86 CPU with Constant TSC, the
kernel module keeps the CPU from running into the ACPI
deep C- and S- states during the record and replay. For the
x86 CPU with Invariant TSC, the kernel module keeps the
CPU from running into the ACPI deep S-states.

(Scenario 2) Measure the difference among per-core
clocks before and after the record and replay. During the
record and replay, other software or firmware could also
run on the core (e.g., for process scheduling). They may
modify the local clock while we cannot prevent such opera-
tions. Our strategy is to detect whether such operations
actually occurred during the record and replay. To do so,
we measure the difference among per-core clocks twice:
before and after the record and replay. We compare their
differences. If the differences are small, we consider the
local clocks not modified. Otherwise, we regard the local
clocks have been modified, and we need to repeat the

Fig. 2. TC order.
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record-and-replay. In fact, we have not encountered such a
situation during all our experiments. But we still present an
experiment in Section 6.5 that simulates the modification of
the local clocks (speeding up one of the clocks) to show how
much impact it can have.

3.3 Handling the Time Differences among
Per-Core Clocks

Although per-core clock values among cores could vary at
any time, we can still make use of them if we know their dif-
ferences (called d). An example is shown in Fig. 3. Assume
that the values of two local clocks are TS_Core1 and TS_Core2,
respectively. Then, d is TS_Core2 - TS_Core1. TS2 < TS1 + d
means S6 � S2 (i.e., RdTC2 � RdTC1). We can infer that S5 �
S3. However, it is very difficult to determine the value of d
precisely as mentioned in Section 2. Fortunately, it turns out
that if we can get a range of possible values on d, we still can
determine the order of shared accesses among threads.

Taking Fig. 3 as an example, assume d 2 [d1, d2], i.e., d is
in the range of d1 and d2. If TS2 - d1 < TS1, we have TS2 -
d < TS2 - d1 < TS1, and this means S6 � S2. We can thus
infer S5 � S3. Similarly if TS1 + d2 < TS2, we can infer S1 �
S7. For other cases, their orders cannot be determined.
Although the range of d is not as good as a precise d, it is still
possible to determine their order if the range is small enough.

On processors on with we cannot obtain the value of d
precisely, we propose two schemes to get a range of d:

(Scheme 1) Use test programs to obtain a range of d.
(Scheme 2) Use statistical means to obtain a smaller range

of dwith a high confidence.

3.3.1 Scheme 1-Use Test Programs

We designed a small test program shown in Fig. 4. The order
of RdTC and other instructions is guaranteed. The fence
instructions are not included for clarity. Threads T1 and T2
are bound to two cores on which d is measured. Each thread
writes a different value to the shared variableX. Both threads
read the local clock before and after the write operation, and
they get TS1, TS2, TS3 and TS4, respectively. The final value
ofX is checked after both T1 and T2 exits.

If X is 2, S7 in T2 must be later than S2 in T1, so we can
infer S1 � S2 � S7 � S8. At the time that S1 reads the local
clock for TS1, the value of the local core is TS1 + d. There-
fore, we have TS1 + d < TS4, that is

d < TS4� TS1 ðif Read X returns 2 in T0Þ: (1)

Similarly, if the value of X read by thread T0 is 1. We can
infer that S6 � S7 � S2 � S3, and TS3 < TS2+ d

d > TS3� TS2 ðif Read X returns 1 in T0Þ: (2)

We repeat the above process and obtain as many pairs of
hTS4i; TS1ii and hTS3i; TS2ii as possible. According to the
argument above, the value of d is less than any TS4i � TS1i,
and greater than any of TS3i � TS2i . That is

max
i

ðTS3i � TS2iÞ < d < min
i
ðTS4i � TS1iÞ: (3)

As mentioned in Section 3.1, to ensure the execution
order of the above instructions, we have to add some fences
or similar instructions in the testing program. We designed
four implementations for x86 platforms.

In Fig. 5a, we use the sequence of instructions sequence
introduced in Fig. 2c, while in Fig. 5b, we use the CPUID
instruction instead. CPUID instruction is a serializing
instruction that forces the processor to complete all modifi-
cations to flags, registers, and the memory by earlier instruc-
tions, and drain all buffered writes to the memory before the
next instruction is fetched and executed [7]. In Fig. 5c, we
make use of the atomic instruction XCHG. This implementa-
tion does not guarantee that the GV of writing X happens
before RDTSC, so we need to check whether it does. Fig. 5d
is similar to that in Fig. 5c except it uses CMPXCHG instruc-
tion instead. Figs. 5c and 5d may generate a smaller range
for d because none of the time-consuming MFENCE or

Fig. 3. Determine orders by local clock.

Fig. 4. Local clock difference tester.

Fig. 5. Difference tester implementation.
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CPUID instructions is used. The efficacy of these codes
depends on the hardware implementation, but we can
always run all of them many times to obtain a minimum
range of d. In Section 6.4.1, we present an empirical study
on using this scheme to calculate the range of d.

3.3.2 Scheme 2-Use Statistical Tests

Although the range obtained by Scheme 1 can be used to
identify the order of most shared accesses, we would still
like to have a smaller range.

In Scheme 1, when the operations X=1 and X=2 are exe-
cuted very closely in time, we may get a smaller range of d.
However, even in such cases, the range cannot be close to 1.
The reasons include the followings:

(1) The time needed for RdTC and fence instructions.
(2) The time needed to flush the write buffer.
(3) The time needed for cache coherence protocol.
In order to reduce their impact, we propose another

scheme based on statistics. Fig. 6 shows our statistic tester.
It has two worker threads (T1, T2) and a trigger thread (T0).
They are bound to 3 different cores. The initial value of flag
is 0, so T1 and T2 will spin on flag (see Fig. 6). After thread
T0 writes 1 to flag, T1 and T2 will break from the while loop
and read the local clock, hopefully about the same time. The
difference of their readings (TS2 - TS1) is the d we want.
However, in practice, the RdTCs in T1 and T2 are unlikely
to be executed at the same time for the following reasons:

(R1) The while loop contains at least 3 instructions: load,
compare and branch. When T0 sets flag to 1, T1 and T2 may
not execute the same instruction and will not exit the while
loop at the same time.

(R2) The cache coherence protocol will serialize the
worker threads. In most modern processors, each core has
private L1 and L2 caches. The processor uses a coherence
protocol (e.g., MESIF on Intel x86) to maintain data coher-
ence among cache memories. When two cores simulta-
neously access the same cache line due to cache misses, they
obtain the data serially [13]. Therefore, one of the cores will
suffer a delay. Besides, according to the thread-core map-
ping strategy, data transfer distance between T1, T2 and T0
may be different. When T0 sets flag to 1, T1 and T2 may not
know it at the same time.

(R3) Scheduling and interruptions may occur between
the while loop and RdTC.

(R4) When T1 and T2 exit the while loop, I-Cache Miss or
Page Fault may occur.

For the test program in Fig. 6, the effect of the above fac-
tors needs to be reduced. Putting the codes of while loop
and RdTC in the same cache line can avoid the case of (R4).
To avoid the case of (R3), we need to prevent the kernel to

schedule other threads to the cores that T1 and T2 are run-
ning by loading a kernel module. If an interruption occurs
during the execution of the test program, it will notify the
test program that its result is invalid.

On most modern processors (x86, Power, SPARC and
MIPS, etc.), each processor has several cores. Suppose in
Fig. 6, T0 and T2 are bound to the same processor but differ-
ent cores, and T1 is bound to a different processor. T2 will
get the new value of flag sooner than T1 because it is closer
to T0. If we want to calculate the d of the two cores on the
same processor, T1 and T2 need to be bound to two cores on
the same processor. Otherwise, T0 can be randomly bound
to either of the two processors in each run.

To describe the effect of (R1), we use " to represent that
the time lag between T1 and T2 when they execute the
load instruction to get the new value of flag. The value of
" is a positive number when T1 executes the load instruc-
tion sooner. Otherwise, the value is a negative number.
But the absolute value of " is less than the total cycles of
executing the load, compare and branch instructions. To
describe the effect of (R2), we use I to represent the time
lag between core1 (T1 runs on it) and core2 (T2 runs on
it) to get the new value of flag when core0 (T0 runs on it)
sets the flag. The value of I is a positive number. We also
use d to represent whether core1 (T1 runs on it) gets the
new value of flag sooner than core2 or not. The value of d
is either �1 or 1. We run the test program multiple times.
Assume <TS1i; TS2i > is the timestamp pair of the i-th
run, we have TS2i ¼ TS1i þ dþ "i þ diIi, or

dþ "i þ diIi ¼ TS2i � TS1i: (4)

In Equation (4), if T1 obtains the new value of flag first,
the value of di is 1. Otherwise, the value of di is -1. We have

dþ "i � Ii ¼ TS2i � TS1i ðith T2 gets data firstÞ
dþ "j þ Ij ¼ TS2j � TS1j ðjth T1 gets data firstÞ:

�

(5)
After the test program runs many times, we have

dþ 1
r2

Xr2
l¼1

"il �
1

r2

Xr2
l¼1

Iil ¼
1

r2

Xr2
l¼1

ðTS2il � TS1ilÞ

dþ 1
r1

Xr1
s¼1

"js þ
1

r1

Xr1
s¼1

Ijs ¼
1

r1

Xr1
s¼1

ðTS2js � TS1jsÞ:

8>>>><
>>>>:

(6)

Assume in r2 runs, i1; i2; � � � ; ir2 , T2 obtains data first,
while in the r1 runs, j1; j2; � � � ; jr1 , T1 obtains data first.

When T0 set flag to 1, the instructions that T1 and T2 are
executing will be different. The effects of (R1) on T1 and T2
are the same, implying that the expectation value of " is 0. If
the test program runs a sufficiently large number of times,
we can assume that the average of " is 0, that is
1
r2

Pr2
l¼1 "il � 1

r1

Pr1
s¼1 "js � 0. According to our thread-core

mapping strategy, if the number of runs is large enough, the
delay caused by (R2) is the same for both T1 and T2, that is
1
r2

Pr2
l¼1 Iil � 1

r1

Pr1
s¼1 Ijs . Therefore, Equation (6) can be con-

verted to

d � 1

r2

Xr2
l¼1

ðTS2il � TS1ilÞ þ
1

r1

Xr1
s¼1

ðTS2js � TS1jsÞ
 !

=2: (7)

Fig. 6. Statistic tester.
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By Wiener-Khinchin theorem for large numbers [35],
when the number of test increases to a very large number,
the value of d in Equation (7) will approach a constant.
Therefore, we can use the test program in Fig. 6 to estimate
the difference of the local clocks on the cores to which T1
and T2 are bound.

To use the Equation (7), we need to know the thread in
Fig. 6 that obtains the new value of flag first. We run the test
program in Fig. 6 20 million times. A distribution of
TSd ¼ TS2� TS1 is shown in Fig. 7.

There are two spikes in Fig. 7. In the i-th run, TSdi ¼
TS2i � TS1i ¼ dþ "i þ diIi. The value of d is fixed. And the
value of "i is affected by 3 instructions, whose absolute
value is less than 10 cycles. In Fig. 7, the distance of the two
spikes is more than 100 cycles. Therefore, the two spikes are
generated by dI. We regard the middle of the two spikes in
Fig. 7 as the boundary. If the value of TSd is on the right
side of this boundary, it implies that T1 obtains data first,
and the value of di is 1. Otherwise, the value of di is -1.

Using the above equations, we get an approximation of d
(marked as D). We still need to calculate the confidence
interval of D. According to the central-limit theorem, the
values of D is close to a normal distribution, that is
D � Nðm; s2Þ. The expectation value of this distribution is
the approximate difference of the local clocks on different
cores. Assume D1; D2; � � � ; Dn are n samples, and �D and S2

are the sample average and variance respectively. To a
given significance level a, we expect to find an interval that
contains the expectation m with a probability 1� a. Because
the variance s2 of this distribution is unknown, we use sam-
ple variance instead of the real variance

P �D� Sffiffiffi
n

p ta
2
ðn� 1Þ � m � �Dþ Sffiffiffi

n
p ta

2
ðn� 1Þ

� �
¼ 1� a:

(8)

Assume the sample size is n, the expectation m (i.e., the
difference value d) has a confidence interval with the confi-
dence coefficient 1� a

�D� Sffiffiffi
n

p t a
2
ðn� 1Þ; �Dþ Sffiffiffi

n
p t a

2
ðn� 1Þ

� �
: (9)

An experimental analysis of using this scheme is given in
Section 6.4.2. In this experiment, we calculate the confidence
interval of d under different confidence coefficients.

3.4 Local Clock Overflow

As mentioned earlier, the clocks on most processors (except
SPARC and MIPS) have 64 bits, which will take more than
ten years to overflow with the current clock rates. The 63-bit
SPARC clock also takes several years. It is enough for most

applications. But, for a 32-bit MIPS clock, an overflow can
occur every few seconds. Therefore, overflow must be con-
sidered and handled.

Assume the overflow period of a clock is P, we must
ensure that the interval between two adjacent records is less
than P. To do so, we only need to compare the value of two
adjacent records TSCnþ1 and TSCn: If TSCnþ1 � TSCn < 0,
the clock has overflowed; if TSCnþ1 � TSCn > 0, it has not.

We scan all the records during the offline analysis. When
we find a clock overflows, an overflow counter is increased
by 1. When we replay shared accesses among threads, both
the clock and the overflow counter are taken into account.

However, since the MIPS clock overflows every few sec-
onds, an interruption or task scheduling maymake the inter-
val between two records larger than P. In practice, the time
used to handle an interruption is short inmost cases (inmilli-
seconds), but task rescheduling will affect the accuracy if
dozens of threads need to be scheduled on the same core. In
our measurements, we did not find any two adjacent records
whose interval is more than 1 second. Using a kernel module
to record the wall clock time of the task scheduling and inter-
ruptions can also resolve this problemproperly.

4 REPRODUCING BUGS USING LOCAL CLOCKS

In this section, we select two well-known bug reproducing
systems PRES [18] and CLAP [6], and show how to apply our
approach to them. As mentioned in Section 1, we select them
because PRES relies on an expensive scheme to record the
global order of some special events. CLAPdepends on sophis-
ticated offline analysis to compute the buggy interleaving
albeit with very low recording overhead. They represent the
key dilemma of such schemes: either incurring large record-
ing overhead or spending long analysis and replay time.

For PRES, its bottleneck is the recording phase. We
record the timestamps using local clock instead of the
expensive global order, and infer the global order of those
special points as described in Section 3. Our experiments
show that without recording global order, the overhead can
be reduced by up to 85.24 percent.

For CLAP, our goal is to shorten the constraint solving
time. Besides recording the execution paths, we select
some key points to record their local timestamps, and infer
their global order by an efficient offline analysis. These key
points can be selected at function call sites or entry/exit
points of loops. We combine the inferred global order and
the original constraints as new inputs to the SMT solver.
Our experiments show that, for most benchmarks, more
than 95 percent of shared accesses can be ordered.

For the remaining unordered shared accesses, we can
further reduce the solving complexity with the help of local
timestamps. Assume the memory operations in Fig. 8 access
the same shared variable. In Fig. 8a, for R11 in thread T1,
CLAP needs to infer the order between R11 and all the
writesðW21; � � � ;W2mÞ in thread T2. However, in Fig. 8b, if
we could know RdTC3 � RdTC1 and RdTC2 � RdTC4 from
local timestamps, we only need to infer the order of R11,
W21 and W22. This could reduce a lot of constraints and
achieve less solving time.

In addition, for every shared access, CLAP assigns an
integer as its global order number. With the help of local
timestamps, we can restrict the range of these global order

Fig. 7. A distribution of TSd.
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numbers and shorten the solving time. In Fig. 8c, the global
order numbers of the five shared accesses are all within the
interval [1,5]. If from the local timestamps, we know RdTC1
� RdTC2 � RdTC3 � RdTC4 � RdTC5 � RdTC6 � RdTC7,
we can infer that W1 � W2 � R1/W3 � R2. It can reduce the
range of their global order numbers to [1,1], [2,2], [3,4], [3,4],
and [5,5], respectively.

5 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

According to the schemes described in PRES [18] and CLAP
[6], we implemented two systems, called PRES-impl and
CLAP-impl, on the Linux/X86_32 platform. We believe our
method can be applied to other platforms that have the sup-
port of the local clocks. We then apply ReCBuLC to these
two systems, called PRES-tc and CLAP-tc, respectively. To
apply our approach to PRES and CLAP, we need to bind
each thread to a different core on the same processor during
the record phase. We then use the technique described in
Section 3.3 to calculate the range of d in advance. The aim of
binding threads to cores is just to simplify two aspects of
the works: 1) the recording of the TSC values; 2) the order-
ing of TSC values. If we choose not to bind threads, we may
need to record the thread migration when a thread is sched-
uled to run on a different logical core. Besides the recording
changes, the ordering job becomes more complicated. This
is because the recording TSC values of each thread could
come from many logical cores. But we should note that the
binding method disturbs the normal cpu scheduling of the
operating system, so it could introduce the extra overhead
during the record phase.

In this section, we mainly focus on the implementa-
tion difference between the original systems and our re-
implemented systems (i.e., PRES-impl and CLAP-impl).

5.1 The Implementation of PRES-impl and PRES-tc

The original PRES is implemented using Intel’s general
dynamic instrumentation tool, Pin [9], for both recording
and replay. Different from the original implementation, we
use our specialized static binary instrumentation tool for a
better performance. The tool is implemented as a shared
library on the Linux platform. It is loaded into the tested
program’s process using the environment variable LD_
PRELOAD. In the constructor function of this shared library,
it first finds all of the code in the current process by parsing
the /proc/self/maps file. It then disassembles the code, recog-
nizes basic blocks and recognizes all functions. It needs the
compiler to provide more precise information (e.g., need ‘-g’

option in gcc) to recognize functions when compiling the
tested programs. It then allocates the code cache area and
places the instrumented code there. An important design is
to make sure that all code pointers are not mutated, i.e., they
should all point to the original targets. For example, the
return addresses that are pushed by the call instructions
onto the stack should point to the original return targets. To
guarantee the correctness, it dynamically redirects the code
pointers to their respective addresses in the code cache when
they are de-referenced. This is implemented by instrument-
ing all indirect branch instructions (i.e., call returns, indirect
calls and indirect jump instructions) to perform runtime
address translation. Meanwhile, it also relocates the direct
branch instructions (e.g., jcc’s, direct function calls and direct
jumps) when generating code into the code cache. Moreover,
the signal handlers are registered at the locations in the code
cache instead of the original code area. Using our instrumen-
tation framework, most binary features can be supported
(e.g., the self-referencing code1).

Based on our static instrumentation tool, we can perform
instrumentation at any given point when generating code
into the code cache. According to the scheme described in
PRES, PRES-impl records the global order (implemented by
using the spin locks) among synchronization points
(SYNC), function calls (FUNC), basic blocks (BB), and mem-
ory operations (RW) during the online recording phase.
Instead of recording the global order, PRES-tc only records
the local timestamps. In the offline exploration phase (i.e.,
replay phase), PRES-impl and PRES-tc also use this static
instrumentation tool. They also use the same synchroniza-
tion method (implemented by using the spin locks) to
schedule the threads.

5.2 The Implementation of CLAP-impl and CLAP-tc

The original CLAP is implemented based on LLVM and
KLEE. It instruments the source code to record the path
information. When running the tested program, it collects
all of the threads’ local paths. Then, CLAP uses KLEE offline
to performs symbolic execution along the paths to collect
and encode all of the necessary execution constraints (e.g.,
the path constraints, the bug manifestation constraints and
the read-write constraints) over the order of the shared
access points. Different from the original implementation,
CLAP-impl uses the static instrumentation tool mentioned
above to collect each thread’s local paths by instrumenting
all of the branch instructions and recording the jump tar-
gets. In the offline analysis phase, we use the dynamic
binary translation technique to interpret the instructions by
following the profiled paths and perform the symbolic exe-
cution, which is similar to the concolic execution [4], but the
symbolic variables are the values of read/write accesses to
the shared data and the orders of the shared accesses. This
interpreter is implemented as a shared library. We use the
environment variable LD_PRELOAD to intercept the tested
program’s libc_start_main routine (within which the main
function is called). In the intercepted routine, the interpreter
starts at the entry of the libc_start_main by following the

Fig. 8. Constraints reduction.

1. Self-referencing code usually treat the code pointers as data
pointers and use these data pointers to read the content. For example,
the libunwind library [8] uses the return address to read its own code
and checks whether the instructions are PLT encoded or not.
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profiled path. During the symbolic execution, we encounter
similar implementation challenges as in CLAP, such as
shared memory access identification and symbolic address
resolution. We use similar approaches to address these chal-
lenges. For example, in symbolic address resolution, we first
analyze the base address of the given symbolic address, and
then find the target object by searching the DWARF infor-
mation that is generated by the compiler when compiling
the source code with the ‘-g’ option [5]. For any read or
write to this object, the loaded or stored value is resolved
from each element in this object with a set of constraints.
Finally, we merge all these constraints and use the SMT
solver to solve them.

There are two main differences in CLAP-tc compared to
CLAP-impl: 1) CLAP-tc instruments the code to record the
local timestamps at runtime; 2) CLAP-tc performs the con-
straints reduction by using these local clocks (discussed in
Section 4) in the offline analysis phase. To balance the
recording overhead and the effectiveness of the constraints
reduction, we only instrument to record the local time-
stamps at the FUNC, LOOP and FUNCLOOP levels instead
of the Basic Block level. In FUNC, the recording is done at
the entries and exits of functions. In LOOP, the recording is
done at the loop entries, exits and back edges. In FUN-
CLOOP, it is a combination of FUNC and LOOP.

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the performances of PRES-impl/
PRES-tc andCLAP-impl/CLAP-tc. Table 1 shows a summary
of the platform used. We select several bugs in real multi-
threaded programs (Table 2) that include some widely-used
applications on servers and desktop, and also some scientific
programs. They cover common concurrency bugs such as
atomicity violation (AV) and order violation (OV).

In this section, we compare PRES-tc/CLAP-tc with
PRES-impl/CLAP-impl. In the experiments, the perfor-
mance of Apache and Cherokee is measured by their

throughput, and the others are by the execution time. Sys-
tem library routines rarely access shared variables and
their accesses can be inferred from their arguments easily,
so we do not consider them. In Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we
use the basic solution in Fig. 2c to record the local clocks.
And in Section 6.3, we evaluate the effectiveness of the two
optimizations shown in Figs. 2d and 2e.

6.1 Evaluating PRES-impl and PRES-tc

PRES-impl records the global order of certain operations,
while PRES-tc records their local timestamps. Fig. 9 shows
the normalized execution time of PRES-impl to PRES-tc
instrumented at the synchronization point, function, basic-
block, and memory operation level. The baseline is the
native execution time.

PRES [18] can reproduce all of the bugs at the FUNC
level within 1,000 tries. At the BB level, PRES reproduces
all of the bugs within 10 tries. Taking recording overhead
and the number of replays needed into consideration,
instrumentation at these two levels seems reasonable for
PRES-impl. PRES-tc reduces the recording overhead from
320.63 percent in PRES-impl to 133.48 percent at the FUNC
level on average. At the BB level, the recording overhead is
reduced from 1730.05 to 688.34 percent.

The main reason for the improvement is that PRES-tc
avoids synchronization and allows each thread to record
local timestamps concurrently. Take LU as an example,
56.49 and 64.53 percent of the recordings in PRES-tc are
done concurrently at the FUNC and the BB levels, respec-
tively, and thus 62.44 and 69.24 percent of the recording
overheads are reduced.

At the SYNC level, the overheads of the two systems are
similar. This is because the number of synchronization

TABLE 1
Platform Details

CPU Intel Xeon E7-4807, 6 cores, 1.87 GHz
Processors 4
Level 1 Cache (I/D) 6 * 24K / 6 * 24K
Level 2 Cache 6 * 256K
Level 3 Cache 18M
Memory 16G
OS Linux 2.6.32
Compiler GCC 4.6.0
SMT Solver Z3 [28]

TABLE 2
Benchmarks

TYPE BENCHMARKS DESCRIPTION BUG TYPES

Server
Apache HTTPD [30] Web server AV

Cherokee [31] Web server AV

Desktop
application

PBzip2 Compressor OV
Pfscan File scanner AV
Aget HTTP/FTP

downloader
AV

Scientific
application
(SPLASH-2)
[29]

Barnes Barnes N-Body
algorithm

OV

LU LUmatrix
multiplication

OV

Radiosity Graphics rendering OV

Fig. 9. Normalized exec. Time of PRES-impl/PRES-tc.
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operations is very small, and the recording overhead is hid-
den by the time-consuming synchronization operations.
During the execution of LU with default inputs, it has more
than 3 million function calls, but only 300 synchronization
operations.

For PBZIP2 and AGET, their overheads are almost the
same. The reason is that the main workload of PBZIP2 and
AGET is compressing and downloading data using system
library routines, but we do not instrument those routines as
mentioned earlier.

PRES-tc determines the order of shared memory accesses
by a range of d. Compared with PRES-impl, it will incur a
small amount of unordered accesses at the recording points.
Table 3 shows the percent of them to the total accesses and
the number of tries in both PRES-impl and PRES-tc. PRES-
tc_P and PRES-tc_S use the ranges of d calculated by the
two schemes described in Section 3, respectively. We can
see from these data that the percent of the unordered
accesses is less than 1 percent at BB, FUNC, and SYNC lev-
els, which is a very small percentage of all accesses. Besides
LU at SYNC level and AGET at BB level, we can see that
PRES-tc needs no more tries than PRES-impl. This is
because the goal of PRES is to reproduce bugs, and for most
concurrency bugs, they are caused by only a handful of
shared accesses [1]. For LU at RW level, although there are
19.35%�25.50% unordered shared memory accesses, the
bug can still be reproduced in one try. That is because the
bug in LU is caused by invalid synchronization operations,
and the order of accesses determined by local timestamps is

enough to reproduce this bug. But for LU at SYNC level
and AGET at BB level, we tried more replay attempts in
PRES-tc than in PRES-impl. This is because the unordered
access affected the successful replay in these two bench-
marks. As we only keep two places of decimal digits after
the decimal points for additional unordered accesses
(Add_UO) in the table, it appears as if there is no unordered
access. But unordered accesses did exist.

Fig. 10 shows the recording overhead of PRES-impl and
PRES-tc with different numbers of threads. When the num-
ber of threads increases, the overhead of PRES-impl
increases more quickly in most cases because the lock is
more frequently accessed. For PRES-tc, the thread-private
recording benefits its scalability. For LU at the FUNC level,
56.49, 77.09, and 83.27 percent of the recordings are done
concurrently when there are 4, 8, and 16 threads, respec-
tively. With more threads, a proportionately higher percent-
age of the recording time will be done concurrently.

6.2 Evaluating CLAP-impl and CLAP-tc

CLAP uses an SMT solver to reproduce the buggy interleav-
ings, but the floating-point operations supported by SMT
solvers are limited. The bugs in BARNES, LU and RADIO-
SITY are related to floating point operations. CLAP does not
use them as benchmarks. Therefore, in CLAP-impl, we use
these three benchmarks to measure the recording slowdown
only. Furthermore, CLAP uses a well-designed test case
Racey [24] that contains massive data races and is very
likely to produce a different result when the interleaving is

TABLE 3
Reproducing Tries

Benchmarks

SYNC FUNC BB RW

PRES-impl
PRES-tc_S /
PRES-tc_P

impl tc_S / tc_P impl tc_S / tc_P impl tc_S / tc_P

Tries Add_UO Tries Tries Add_UO Tries Tries Add_UO Tries Tries Add_UO Tries

APACHE 69 0.00%/0.00% 69/69 5 0.01%/0.01% 5/5 1 0.02%/0.07% 1/1 1 0.05%/0.09% 1/1
CHEROKEE 46 0.00%/0.00% 46/46 21 0.00%/0.00% 21/21 8 0.00%/0.00% 8/8 1 0.02%/0.03% 1/1
PBzip2 3 0.00%/0.00% 3/3 3 0.00%/0.00% 3/3 2 0.00%/0.00% 2/2 1 0.00%/0.00% 1/1
PFSCAN 32 0.00%/0.00% 32/32 11 0.00%/0.00% 11/11 1 0.05%/0.18% 1/1 1 2.94%/4.42% 1/1
AGET 14 0.00%/0.00% 14/14 9 0.00%/0.00% 9/9 1 0.00%/0.00% 3/3 1 0.00%/0.00% 1/1
BARNES 12 0.00%/0.00% 12/12 4 0.00%/0.00% 4/4 1 0.00%/0.00% 1/1 1 0.24%/0.36% 1/1
LU 3 0.00%/0.00% 10/10 6 0.04%/0.15% 6/6 1 0.27%/0.79% 1/1 1 19.35%/25.50% 1/1
RADIOSITY - 0.00%/0.00% -/- 98 0.00%/0.03% 98 1 0.07%/0.21% 1/1 1 3.10%/4.88% 1/1

Add_UO means the additional unordered accesses.

Fig. 10. Scalability of PRES-impl/PRES-tc. The y-axis is normalized exec. time, and in the 4 lower sub graphs are logarithmic.
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different. CLAP uses it to show its capability. We also use
Racey to evaluate CLAP-tc. For better performance, the
range of d used by CLAP-tc is calculated using Statistics
Testing (see Section 3.3).

Fig. 12 shows the recording overhead of CLAP-impl and
CLAP-tc at different instrumentation levels. FUNC, LOOP
and FUNCLOOP represent the different instrumentation
levels. In Fig. 12, we can see that the slowdown caused by
recording in CLAP-tc is 101%�142% of CLAP-impl, and
mostly less than 110 percent.

Fig. 11 shows the solving time of CLAP-impl and CLAP-
tc at different instrumentation levels. From small to large,
each benchmark is tested with 5 different inputs. During
replays, for the input constraints, we can get the results
from the SMT solver first and combine the results with the
original input as a new input. The time the solver takes to
solve the new input is approximated to be the minimum
solving time, and we call it near-optimal solving time
(NOST). In Fig. 11, we show the ratios of CLAP-impl and
CLAP-tc to NOST. CLAP-tc records the local timestamps at
three different levels.

Fig. 11 shows that, compared to CLAP-impl, CLAP-tc
reduces solving time by 84.66 percent �99.99 percent. This
is because the orders of most shared memory accesses are
determined by local timestamps. In PBZIP2 at the FUN-
CLOOP level, the local timestamps determine more than
99 percent of the orders. This reduces the solving time sub-
stantially. Furthermore, with larger inputs, the solving time
of CLAP-impl increases much more quickly than that of
CLAP-tc. In PBZIP2, the solving time of CLAP-impl with
the largest input is about 1000X to the smallest input, while
the ratio of CLAP-tc is only 4X.

On the other hand, for most benchmarks, the solving
time of CLAP-tc is less than 10X of NOST. Especially, the
solving time of AGET is nearly the same as NOST. In our
experiments, NOST of all benchmarks is at most several sec-
onds for all benchmarks.

In studying Figs. 11 and 12, we can see that the lower
the instrumentation level is, the less solving time but the
more overhead is observed. At the FUNC and LOOP lev-
els, the loop bodies may contain complicated function
calls, and a function body may contain many loops. This
makes their solving time much longer than that at the
FUNCLOOP level. The recording overhead at the FUN-
CLOOP level is a bit more than that at the FUNC and
LOOP level. Altogether, we believe FUNCLOOP is a suit-
able level for instrumentation.

To show the effectiveness of ReCBuLC in reducing the
solving time, we give overall results of CLAP-impl and
CLAP-tc at the FUNCLOOP level in Table 4. There are two
types of unknown variables in CLAP: one is the values
returned by read accesses to the shared variables and the
other is the order of those accesses to the shared variables in
the to-be-computed schedule [6]. Due to the non-determinism
in multi-threaded programs, there could be a lot of buggy
executions to trigger the same bug. CLAP-impl and CLAP-
tc may collect all buggy executions in the online phase that
could affect the number of shared data accesses (#SDAs)
and the number of unknown variables (#UVs). From the
table, we can see that besides Racey, the results of #SDAs
and #UV are different between CLAP-impl and CLAP-tc.
This is because the number and the order of shared
accesses in each thread execution are deterministic in
Racey. We also give the results of the size of constraints
(#Constraints) in CLAP-tc without using the local time-
stamps to perform reduction, i.e., CLAP-impl and CLAP-tc
use the same method to construct constraints. The result
shows that #Constraints in CLAP-impl and un-reduced
#Constraints in CLAP-tc are different, but they are still in
the same order of magnitude that are not enough to affect
the significant change in the solving time in Fig. 11. The
main reason is the significant constraint reduction from
using the local timestamps. To show the effectiveness of
the constraints reduction, we give the results of constraint
reduction in CLAP-tc. We can see that besides Racey,
CLAP-tc achieves very good constraint reduction in the
remaining benchmarks (reducing more than 93 percent
constraints). Fig. 11 also shows that CLAP-tc requires

Fig. 12. Recording overhead of CLAP-impl/CLAP-tc. The overhead is
normalized to the non-instrumented programs.

Fig. 11. Normalized solving time of CLAP-impl/CLAP-tc. Each benchmark is evaluated with 5 inputs.
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much less solving time on these benchmarks, i.e., another
indication on the effectiveness of its constraint reduction.
In Racey, most addresses of the read and the write opera-
tions are calculated by shared variables. In such cases, if a
read happens before a write, it is difficult to infer whether
the read and the write access the same shared variable or
not. Thus, a few redundant constraints remain in the input
for the SMT solver. Even so, the solving time of CLAP-
impl is about 5X-100X longer compared to CLAP-tc, which
also shows the effectiveness of using the local timestamps.

6.3 Evaluating Different Implementations of
Recording Local Timestamps

Fig. 14 shows the recording overhead of different imple-
mentations in PRES-tc with 16 threads against the Basic
Solution in Fig. 2c. Fig. 13 shows the recording overhead of
different implementations in CLAP-tc against the Basic
Solution in Fig. 2c. BASIC shows the Basic Solution in Fig. 2c.
CAS+TSO shows the optimization that uses the CAS
instruction with a TSO model in Fig. 2d. RDTSCP+CAS
+TSO shows the optimization that uses the RDTSCP
instruction to eliminate the FENCE instruction in Fig. 2e. As
shown in Figs. 14 and 13, we can see that the optimization

of CAS+TSO can reduce the recording overhead significantly.
It is because the overhead of FENCE instructions is quite high
and reducing them can improve the performance signifi-
cantly. Although RDTSCP+CAS+TSO can reduce the over-
head further, the gain is small. This is because the time
difference between theRDTSCP instruction and the (LFENCE;
RDTSC) pair is small. Both methods ensure that all prior
instructions have completed. The subsequent instructions can
be executed ahead of RDTSCP, but it is not allowed in the
LFENCE instruction.

The optimizations of recording local timestamps not only
can reduce the recording overhead in the online phase, but
also can affect the offline analysis. Using these optimizations,
it can introduce more unordered accesses than in the Basic
Solution, especially, when using the finer-grained instrumen-
tation to record the local timestamps. This is because the
optimizations can reduce the execution time and increase the
amount of parallelism. More specifically, it allows more
recorded local timestamps from all threads in unit time and
more pairs of values with differences within the range d. The
more such pairs of values, the more unordered accesses we
will get. Our experimental results substantiate such observa-
tions. Compared with the basic PRES-tc, the optimized

TABLE 4
Overall Results in CLAP-impl and CLAP-tc with the Largest Input in Fig. 11

Benchmarks #Ts #SVs
Results in CLAP-impl Results in CLAP-tc with the FUNCLOOP instrumentation level

#SDAs #UVs #Constraints #SDAs #UVs
#Constraints

BeforeReduction AfterReduction Reduction(%)

PBzip2 4 18 86 117 7,186 91 121 7,315 426 94.18%
AGET 4 30 2,159 2,731 1,812,455 2,203 2,621 1,810,845 22,414 98.76%
PFSCAN 3 13 3,357 4,046 8,461,860 3,581 4,247 8,624,384 550,236 93.62%
CHEROKEE 8 16 75,572 14,211 10,285,234 75,194 13,686 10,036,745 151,527 98.49%
APACHE 16 22 98,243 19,376 12,314,847 99,767 20,253 12,857,583 76,291 99.41%
RACEY 3 3 1,046,706 1,589,379 324,429,525 1,046,706 1,589,379 324,429,525 89,088,347 72.54%

Column 2 reports the number of threads (#Ts). Column 3 reports the number of shared variables (#SVs). Column 4-6 report the results in CLAP-impl - Column 4
reports the number of shared data accesses in the schedule (#SDAs). Column 5 reports the number of unknown variables(#UVs). Column 6 reports the size of the
constraints (#Constraints). Columns 7-11 report the results in CLAP-tc with the FUNCLOOP instrumentation level - Column 9 reports the size of the original
constraints that are not handled by using the local timestamps (BeforeReduction). Column 10 reports the size of the remaining constraints after reduction (After-
Reduction). Column 11 reports how many constraints are reduced (Reduction).

Fig. 14. Recording overhead of different implementation in PRES-tc.

Fig. 13. Recording overhead of different implementation in CLAP-tc.
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PRES-tc_S/PRES-tc_P didn’t require more reproducing
tries for all programs at all instrumentation levels. But, they
introduced more unordered accesses. For all benchmarks
instrumented at SYNC, FUNC and BB levels, there is not
much difference in the number of unordered accesses
between the basic and the optimized solutions. But for
PFSCAN, LU and RADIOSITY at the RW level, the opti-
mized (RDTSCP+CAS+TSO) PRES-tc_S/PRES-tc_P intro-
duce more additional unordered accesses that are 3.62/
5.70 percent, 23.67/28.59 percent and 5.37/7.08 percent,
respectively. For the experiments using CLAP-tc, the opti-
mized CLAP-tc didn’t introduce more additional unor-
dered accesses due to the coarse-grained instrumentations.
Compared with the basic CLAP-tc, the optimized CLAP-tc
has very similar results in constraints reduction and the
solving time.

6.4 Differences of Local Clocks Among Cores

This section shows the results of our two schemes to calcu-
late the range of d.

6.4.1 Program Testing Scheme

We designed four programs to test the ranges of d. Table 5
shows two of the test results for these programs on the
same cores. In each test, every program executes 10K times.

The test platform and the number of test runs could affect
the results in Table 5. More test runs could generate smaller
ranges. On our test platform, the test program in Fig. 5b gets
a larger range than other programs in Fig. 5. This is because
the implementation of the serializing instructions on this
processor is more time-consuming than others. The results
of the other programs are more or less the same. In Table 5,
the range of d is about 200 cycles. Given two values of local
clock on different cores, if their difference is larger than 200,
we can ensure that its value is smaller in the real (wall) clock.
For example, we can determine the order of S6 and S2 in
Fig. 3. And then we can use it to determine the order of
shared memory operations. If it is smaller than 200, we can-
not give this confirmation. Using it to order shared access
will not bring false positives or false negatives.

6.4.2 Statistics Scheme

Our proposed statistical scheme uses the statistical tester
and Equation (7) to calculate the range of d. To use
Equation (7), we need to know the value of di, and the test
procedure is as follows:

(1) Bind the worker and the trigger threads in Fig. 6
according to Section 3.3.

(2) Run the test program N times, and get N results by
using Equation (4) deltai ¼ dþ "i þ diIi ¼ TS2i �
TS1i.

(3) Build the distribution of deltai according to Sec-
tion 3.3 and infer the value of di in each execution.

(4) Calculate the value of d by Equation (6).
Stability. If the number of test runs of the statistical tester

is large enough, the result of Equation (7) will be stable. We
ran this program continuously for more than 10 days, col-
lected around 100 million results that are shown in Fig. 15.

In this figure, we calculate d every hour, using about
360,000 runs of the statistical tester. In Fig. 15, Stabilitymarks
the value of d that is calculated using the data collected in
each hour, whileAcc_Stabilitymarks the value of d that is cal-
culated using the data from the beginning of the run. From
these data, we can see that, over a long time period (more
than 10 days), the calculated d in each hour are all in the
range of [-0.0885, 0.1827], and their sample variance is
0.001379. Thismeans that the calculated d is very stable.

Confidence Interval. Now, we calculate confidence inter-
val of d under different confidence coefficients using
Equation (9). The confidence interval requires many samples
of d. We calculate d using the method described in Section
3.3 many times, and get d1; d2; d3; . . . ; dM . Each di is the result
of N runs of the program shown in Fig. 6, and is calculated
by using Equation (7) in which N is equal to the sum of r1
and r2. We use these M samples (i.e., d1; d2; d3; . . . ; dM ) to cal-
culate the confidence interval by using Equation (9). Finally,
we get the data shown in Table 6.

In Table 6, the higher the confidence coefficient is, the
larger the range is. When the confidence coefficient is fixed,
the values of N and M vary inversely with the confidence
intervals. In practice, we could calculate confidence inter-
vals with different confidence coefficients according to the
target program. Table 6 shows that when the confidence
coefficient is 0.99999, N is 20 and M is 5. The range of the
confidence interval is about 100, which is still smaller than
the range obtained by program testing.

6.5 Detecting the Modification of Local Clocks

In Section 3.2 (Scenario 2), we propose to measure and com-
pare the difference among per-core clocks twice: before and
after the testing, and use the compared result to judge
whether the TSC values have been modified or not by the
software or the firmware. Although we have not encoun-
tered such modification in our experiments, we still give an
experiment that simulates the modification of the TSC val-
ues and shows the difference between the results (the range
d) before and after the TSC change.

TABLE 5
Program Testing Results

Testing Program 1st Test 2nd Test

MIN MAX MIN MAX

Fig. 5(a) -114 112 -116 120
Fig. 5(b) -190 182 -180 188
Fig. 5(c) -128 128 -124 126
Fig. 5(d) -116 120 -120 110
Result -114 112 -116 110

The bold values are the results of choosing a smaller range of d. Fig. 15. Stability of Equation (7).
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To simulate the modification, we use Intel’s support of
timestamp counter adjustment: 1) Software can reset the
TSC value of a logical core by using the wrmsr instruction to
write to the IA32_TIME_STAMP_COUNTER MSR (we call
it the BASE value); 2) It can also add or substract an offset to
the TSC value to slow down or speed up the counter by
using wrmsr instruction to write to the IA32_TSC_ADJUST
MSR (we call it the OFFSET value). In the program, when
we use the RDTSC or RDTSCP instruction to read the TSC
value, the hardware will return the value: BASE + OFFSET.
The initial value of the IA32_TSC_ADJUST MSR is 0. So we
could set an non-zero value to IA32_TSC_ADJUST MSR on
a logical core to simulate the modification of the TSC values.

In this experiment, we use the Statistics Scheme to evalu-
ate the change of the range d due to its higher precision. We
use the Statistics Scheme to calculate the range d twice. We
simulate the modification by speeding up (add) 1 clock on
the logical core that T2 runs on (see Fig. 6). The results of
the first test are shown in Table 6. Table 7 shows the results
of the second test. We can see that there is an obvious differ-
ence in these two tests with different confidence coefficients
when M is 20 (bold ranges). Hence, using the Statistics
Scheme is quite sufficient to detect such small modification
of local clocks during record-and-replay.

7 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss some limitations and possible
future works for ReCBuLC.

Limitations. In this paper, we mainly propose a method
that uses the local clocks to infer the global order in a
multi-threaded program. We did not obtain the real differ-
ence value (d) between any two local clocks. Instead, we
obtain a range of d as tightly as possible. If the difference
between two timestamps from different logical cores is
within this range, we cannot infer their order. So, if the
programmer needs to know the order at any instrumenta-
tion points precisely, ReCBuLC may be not suitable for

such a usage scenario. Nevertheless, it is quite useful in
many real practices. For example, the aim of PRES is to
reduce the required recording points, which can increase
the number of unordered accesses, to get better runtime
performance. CLAP only records the local execution paths.
It doesn’t care the global order during the runtime phase.
ReCBuLC has proven to be quite usable and effective in
such usage scenarios.

Possible future works. For CLAP-tc at the LOOP and FUN-
CLOOP instrumentation levels, we instrument to record the
local clocks at all the loops. If there is no shared data
accesses in a loop, the instrumentation in this loop is
unnecessary. So we plan to recognize the shared data
accesses in the loop and determine if it needs the instru-
mentation. Besides PRES and CLAP, we plan to apply
ReCBuLC to other systems, such as CCI [40] and CoopREP
[41], to lower their recording overhead. For CCI, we plan
to eliminate the use of global clock in CCI-prev scheme.
For CoopREP, we plan to implement a lightweight logging
system by using local clocks. We also plan to look into effi-
cient algorithms that combine ReCBuLC and needed syn-
chronizations to eliminate the effect of unordered accesses
in application programs.

8 RELATED WORK

In most record-and-replay and other bug reproducing sys-
tems, the focus has been on reducing the recording over-
head. However, this is often traded with high offline
analysis cost. Our approach takes advantage of the local
clock to reduce both the recording overhead and the bug
reproducing time.

PRES [18] does not record the global order of all events
during recording, and tries to reproduce bugs by offline anal-
ysis. It only records the global order of some special events,
such as synchronizations, system calls, function calls, basic
blocks, and memory instructions. During offline analysis, it
searches for the buggy interleaving by exploration.

TABLE 6
Confidence Intervals

N 20 50 100

M 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20

0.99 [-5.86, 9.39] [-1.69, 3.66] [-0.63, 1.75] [-1.48, 1.88] [-0.41, 1.08] [-0.25, 0.58] [-1.21, 0.57] [-0.80, 0.39] [-0.29, 0.42]
0.999 [-12.50, 16.03] [-2.95, 4.92] [-1.05, 2.17] [-2.93, 3.34] [-0.77, 1.43] [-0.40, 0.73] [-1.99, 1.34] [-1.08, 0.67] [-0.41, 0.55]
0.9999 [-23.98, 27.51] [-4.45, 6.42] [-1.47, 2.59] [-5.46, 5.86] [-1.18, 1.85] [-0.55, 0.88] [-3.33, 2.68] [-1.41, 1.00] [-0.54, 0.68]
0.99999 [-44.23, 47.77] [-6.29, 8.26] [-1.91, 3.03] [-9.91, 10.31] [-1.70, 2.36] [-0.70, 1.03] [-5.69, 5.04] [-1.82, 1.41] [-0.67, 0.81]

The first column is the confidence coefficient. The first row is the value of N, and the second row is the value of M. M means computing the value of d using M
sample values, each obtained by averaging N runs of the program in Fig. 6.

TABLE 7
Confidence Intervals After Speeding Up One of the Clock on the Logical Core That T2 Runs On (see Fig. 6)

N 20 50 100

M 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20

0.99 [-5.15, 9.84] [-1.03, 4.30] [0.87, 2.44] [-0.61, 2.97] [0.64, 2.16] [0.13, 1.75] [-0.16, 1.37] [0.33, 1.27] [1.10, 1.39]
0.999 [-12.01, 17.16] [-1.78, 5.69] [0.01, 2.96] [-2.18, 4.29] [0.19, 2.58] [0.53, 1.52] [-0.97, 2.12] [-0.20, 1.53] [0.59, 1.63]
0.9999 [-24.31, 27.90] [-4.06, 7.27] [-0.54, 3.44] [-4.54, 6.90] [-0.23, 2.68] [0.49, 1.67] [-2.60, 3.77] [-0.65, 1.96] [0.39, 1.78]
0.99999 [-43.49, 47.94] [-5.53, 8.99] [-1.08, 3.94] [-9.27, 10.94] [-0.62, 3.19] [0.41, 1.97] [-5.02, 6.16] [-0.93, 2.61] [0.46, 1.66]

Bold Ranges shows the significance difference, when compared with the Table 6.
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Some systems try to reduce the recording overhead by only
recording information that imply the global order of shared
accesses. SMP-Revirt [16] and Scribe [17]make use of the page
protection mechanism. They record the ownership transfer of
pages among threads to infer the order of shared accesses. For
programs with little false sharing, Scribe has good perfor-
mance. However, for programs with significant false sharing,
its recording overhead could be very large. DoublePlay [25]
divides the program into many epochs in time intervals.
Besides concurrent execution, DoublePlay forks new pro-
cesses to run epochs serially at the beginning of every epoch.
It only needs to record the order of epochs, hence, dramati-
cally reduce the recording overhead. If the results of concur-
rent and serial execution are different, a rollback is needed.
For programs with many races, the rollback overhead can be
large. Besides, these systems will affect the behavior of multi-
threaded programs, and some bugsmay never be exposed.

There are also systems that record mostly local informa-
tion to avoid global synchronization. CLAP [6] allows each
thread to record its own execution paths and searches for
buggy interleaving by a SMT solver. ODR [21] reproduces
concurrency bugs by ensuring the same output as in record-
ing runs. It only records the global order of synchronization
operations during execution. During the replay, similar to
CLAP, it generates many interleavings and verifies their
outputs by an SMT solver.

CoreDump [23] makes use of the core dump when a pro-
gram crashes. It records the number of iterations in loops at
run time, and incurs little overhead. Depending on the point
that the error occurs, it searches for a similar point to gener-
ate a right core dump. Comparing the core dumps of these
two points, it tries to explore the buggy interleaving.

LReplay [19] uses global timestamps. It expects future
processors to provide a global clock with a fast access time.
With such a global clock, LReplay only needs to record
orders that cannot be inferred from the global time.

Light [42] proposes a novel idea that recording only the
flow dependence instead of recording the happen-before
access order. Compared with other systems that recording
the access orders, it could lower the performance and space
overhead obviously.

CARE [43] presents an order-based deterministic replay
technique that is capable of reducing the log size. It uses the
value prediction cache to reduce the record cost. This record-
ingmethod could only provide the value-deterministic replay.
To address this problem, CARE presents two heuristics replay
methods tomake it practically useful for debugging.

Castor [44] is also a Record & Replay system that could
provide consistently low overhead recording and real-time
replay for modern multi-core workloads. To record the log
efficiently during the record phase, it also uses timestamps
for contention-free logging. It seeks for synchronizing all
logical processors by using software method in OSes.
Although the software method could not synchronizing the
counters precisely, it claims that such difference of a few
cycles is enough to use the local clock as the global clock in
its usage scenarios. But it ignores that the frequency of the
local clocks could be changed (mentioned in Section 2.2)
during the record phase. That could affect the correctness of
the recorded order. We think it could use our method in
Section 3.2 to avoid such problems.

9 CONCLUSION

In order to reproduce the concurrency bugs in multi-
threaded programs more efficiently, this paper proposes
ReCBuLC, which takes advantage of the local per-core
clocks on modern processors. During the recording phase,
each thread records its own data and local timestamps to
avoid expensive synchronization operations among
threads. The local clocks are used to determine the global
order of shared-resource accesses. We have proposed two
effective schemes to calculate the time difference among
local clocks. Our experiments show that after applying
ReCBuLC to PRES and CLAP, two well-known record-and-
replay schemes, the recording overheads and solving time
can be reduced by 1�85 percent and 84.66�99.99 percent,
respectively.
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